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ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION
Guided Medical Data Segmentation Using Structure-Aligned Planar Contours
by
Michelle Holloway
Doctor of Philosophy in Computer Science
Washington University in St. Louis, December 2016
Research Advisor: Professor Tao Ju
Segmentation of 3D/4D biological images is a critical step for a wide range of applications
such as treatment planning, quantitative analysis, virtual simulations, and rendering visu-
alizations. Automatic segmentation methods are becoming more reliable, but many experts
still rely on manual intervention which makes segmentation a time and resource intensive
bottleneck. Marking boundary contours in 3D images can be difficult when images are
often noisy or the delineation of biological tissue is unclear. Non-parallel contours can be
more accurate and reduce the amount of marking necessary, but require extra effort to ensure
boundary consistency and maintain spatial orientation. This dissertation focuses three prob-
lems that pertain to drawing non-parallel contour networks and generating a segmentation
surface from those networks.
First a guided structure-aligned segmentation system is detailed that utilizes prior structure
knowledge from past segmentations of similar data. It employs a contouring protocol to
aid in navigating the volume data and support using arbitrarily-oriented contouring planes
placed to capture or follow the global structure shape. A user study is provided to test how
xii
well novices perform segmentation using this system. The following two problems then aim
to improve different aspects of this system. A new deformation approach to reconstruction
is discussed which deforms previous segmentation meshes to fit protocol drawn contours
from new data instances in order to obtain accurate segmentations that have the correct
topology and general shape and preserves fine details. The focus is on the problem of finding
a correspondence between a mesh and a set of contours describing a similar shape. And
finally, a new robust algorithm that resolves inconsistencies in contour networks is detailed.
Inconsistent contours are faster and less demanding to draw, and they allow the segmenter
to focus on drawing boundaries and not maintaining consistency. However, inconsistency





Advances in 3D/4D imaging techniques in the past few decades have fundamentally impacted
the process of biomedical discovery and clinical practice. Volumetric imaging produces spa-
tial data which consists of nothing more than grayscale voxels. To reveal useful knowledge
about the physiology, morphology, and mechanics of the imaged subject, this information
needs to be processed. The data-to-knowledge pipeline usually starts with the delineation
of the anatomical structure(s) of interest (e.g. an organ, a tissue, a cell, or a collection
of these), a process commonly known as segmentation, in order to produce a 3D model of
said structure(s). Studying the structure as a model, as opposed to the raw spatial data,
can greatly increase the quality and pace of research [1]. Segmentations are increasingly
critical in a wide range of applications such as treatment planning, quantitative analysis,
virtual simulations, and rendering visualizations. Current segmentation methods range from
automatic to manual which require varying amounts of human input and labor.
1
1.1 Automatic Segmentation
Automatic segmentations methods have an algorithm delineate the image while a human
provides little input. The most naive automatic method is to choose an intensity value and
threshold the image to find the boundaries (i.e. anything above the threshold value is inside
the boundary). A variety of research in automatic segmentation is ongoing [53]. A bulk of
these methods, such as Graph-cuts [9] and Random walks [19], automatically determines the
entire boundary using the gradients of the image intensity values. While these methods are
becoming more reliable, they are still susceptible to noise, poor image quality, and ambiguous
tissue boundaries and require some form of human intervention. Figure 1.1 shows an example
where these automatic methods will fail and only an expert familiar with this type of data
will know where to place the boundary. Thus, many segmentations are still created manually
to ensure the necessary quality and accuracy.
Figure 1.1: Example image data from a brainstem data set. The left shows the data, while
the right shows a partially marked boundary and the rest is almost indiscernible.
2
1.2 Manual Segmentation
Manual segmentation is a timely process that can take hours, days, or weeks, to complete
depending on the structure. It entails marking the boundary of the structure throughout the
volume commonly done by drawing contours on multiple 2D slices, as seen in Figure 1.2. In
standard practice, the slicing planes are either parallel along, or orthogonal to, the scanning
direction of the image data, but can also be placed in any arbitrary orientation. Delineating
enough contours to create an accurate segmentation can be both difficult and time intensive,




Figure 1.2: Example manual segmentation process in medical data. The right shows several
2D slices of the raw 3D image data, the middle shows the planar contours drawn on those
slices and the complete 3D contour network comprising these contours, and the left shows
the interpolated surface from those contours.
1.3 Overview
In this dissertation I focus on three problems that improve the two parts of manual seg-
mentation: drawing contours, and reconstructing a surface from those contours. Often in
clinical settings the segmenter repeatedly segments the same type of anatomical structure
3
such as multiple patients’ aorta or a ferret brain over time, as seen in Figure 1.3. They are
an expert in how to segment their specific structure and their past segmentations provide
much knowledge of the structure’s general shape and topology that largely go unused when
segmenting a new data set. Therefore I also focus on using this prior structure knowledge
to help guide these problems. The first problem introduces a new segmentation system, and
the other two problems focus on improving different aspects of this system.
14 days 21 days
Single ferret brain over time
28 days
Multiple patient aortas
Figure 1.3: Top: Aorta segmentations from three different patients. Bottom: Ferret brain
segmentations at different stages of development.
In Chapter 2 we will look at a guided approach to segmentation of volumetric medical data.
In manual segmentation the key difficulties in contouring 3D volume data include navigating
the data, determining where to place marks, and maintaining consistency between marks and
4
segmentations across similar data sets. Therefore I will leverage the similarity of a repeated
segmentation task to address these difficulties and reduce the cognitive load for segmenting
on non-traditional planes. I introduce the concept of a guided contouring protocol that
provides step-by-step guidance in the form of an automatic navigation path to preselected
arbitrarily-oriented contouring planes placed to capture the global structure shape, example
contours from similar data sets, and text instructions. I present a user study that shows
the usability of this approach with non-expert users in terms of segmentation accuracy,
consistency, and efficiency. This work is published in [24].
In Chapter 3 I will explore a new approach to the problem of surface reconstruction from
curves. Existing reconstruction methods focus on producing smooth interpolations and may
require a large number of cross-sections to recreate feature-rich objects. The observation
that anatomical structures usually share a common overall shape across subjects motivates
taking a template-based approach that can better capture geometric features, instead of
solving for the surface from the contour curves alone. I use prior segmentations whose shape
represents the structure of interest as templates and deform these templates to fit a set of
target contours. This approach can preserve topology and fine details even with a sparse
set of contours. I describe my algorithm with the main focus on finding a correspondence
between a mesh and a contour network. I demonstrate results with both synthetic and real
medical data sets and compare to current reconstruction methods. This work is published
in [23].
In Chapter 4 I address some issues with drawing non-parallel contour networks. A key dif-
ficulty in drawing intersecting contours is maintaining inside/outside consistency across all
cross-section planes. With each new contour care must be taken to include existing inter-
section points with prior contours, and to not create new intersections with prior planes. It
5
is much easier to draw inconsistent contours which allows the focus to be on capturing the
boundary and not on satisfying consistency. However, inconsistencies are detrimental to re-
construction algorithms, many of which can’t even run with such input. Therefore, I develop
a new robust algorithm for resolving inconsistencies in a set of non-parallel contours. I make
use of implicit functions to represent the curve network and easily guarantee consistency
across all planes. I test my algorithm on both synthetic and medical data to show how the






Revealing useful knowledge from 3D/4D biological imaging usually starts with a segmen-
tation of the structure(s) of interest. Effective segmentations need to be accurate, consis-
tent, and created efficiently. When segmentation is the bottleneck in the data-to-knowledge
pipeline, it hinders research and could even result in health risks in clinical practice [16].
In many settings the same type of structure is repeatedly segmented (e.g. patient livers,
mitochondria in cells, etc.). Depending on the use case, anywhere from a few to thousands
of instances of the same structures must be segmented from an equal number of volumes,
each of which is comprised of hundreds to thousands of scan slices. Aside from the sheer
quantity of data, there are several key challenges in processing this data: the time required
to produce a segmentation, how to navigate within the 3D image data, determining where
to place marks, and maintaining consistency between marks and segmentations.
7
In this work I leverage the fact that the same general shape is segmented in each instance
in order to define a protocol to guide segmentation of a specific class of structures. This
protocol can help to reduce navigation time as well as encourage consistency both in how
and where they place marks from one instance to another. This protocol is useful in the
traditional parallel or orthogonal contouring approach, but more importantly it supports
using arbitrarily-oriented contouring planes that can be placed to follow the global shape of
the structure — for instance, tracking a tubular structure as it curves in space. Arbitrarily
placed planes can offer more useful views of the data and capture known features more
efficiently [52]. The primary finding of this work is that these structure-specific contouring
planes (which reduces both time and error in the segmentation process) can be supported
without unduly increasing the cognitive load over more traditional contouring methods.
2.2 Contributions
I propose the first stage of a new conceptual approach for working with volume data —
guided 3D segmentation through structure aligned contouring protocols — and a novice
friendly interface for evaluating this approach. The main contributions include:
1. A guided, structure-aligned approach to segmentation that reduces the cognitive bur-
den of using non-traditional contouring planes.
2. A user study to show that this guided approach allows novices to produce segmentations
of comparable quality to experts.
3. Identification of factors that influence segmentation time and quality, enabling com-
parison of different contouring protocols.
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2.3 Related Work
2.3.1 Manual 3D Image Segmentation
Manually creating accurate segmentations in an efficient manner is a non-trivial task. Bi-
ological tissues are often not clearly separated, in addition to noise and lack of sufficient
resolution and contrast in the image. Within volumetric imaging this is further compounded
by the difficulties of maintaining orientation and structural awareness when navigating the
3D data. As a result, segmentation of biomedical data in practice is usually done only by
domain experts who have undergone years, if not decades, of training in inspecting their
specific imaging modality (e.g. MRI or CT) for their specific anatomical structures.
Traditionally, experts mark boundaries on parallel slices throughout the 3D volume. Many
systems also allow marking contours on orthogonal intersecting slices, as generally less mark-
ing is needed and they can better capture surface curvature extrema. Orthogonal contouring
has spawned various interactive systems that take user contour input and reconstruct a sur-
face using splines or implicit functions [13, 22]. The work in [21] makes use of the live-wire
technique for drawing contours on orthogonal planes and for interpolating between the con-
tours. These methods, however, are all dependent on the user’s ability to choose planes to
contour on and do not provide guidance in this regard. Additionally methods that rely on
the image data to detect boundaries may lead to undesirable results or require more user
input when the boundaries are unclear.
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2.3.2 Segmentation Guidance
The main difficulty in any interactive segmentation system is navigating and choosing where
to mark boundaries. Thus new research has explored using guidance in segmentation sys-
tems. The work in [38] uses the random walks algorithm in a seed-based semi-automatic
segmentation system where users place marks inside the structure instead of drawing bound-
ary contours. The random walk probability is used to direct users to areas where more seeds
could be placed.
Contour-based guidance approaches aim to automatically choose planes to mark contours
on. In [48] the authors extend the work in [21] to arbitrary planes, and use the live-wire cost
of the segmentation result to suggest planes that need marking. Similarly in [49] the authors
have users provide drawn contours to seed the random walks algorithm, and in turn actively
suggest new arbitrary planes with high uncertainty in the segmentation. Both of these
methods require some initial contour(s) to find an initial segmentation to use as training
data. There is little contouring consistency between similar data sets as the algorithms’
choices depend on the training input and uncertainty probabilities.
These automatic plane selection methods are quite useful and my guided structure-aligned
protocols fits nicely in tandem with them. My system doesn’t require any initial user input
for training since I instead define structure specific protocols that encode a preset path
to automatically navigate to contouring planes. This structure specific path encourages
consistency between similar data sets. My protocols could be used to provide the training
data to these other methods that could fine tune segmentation accuracy. Experts could also




The two major challenges posed by manual volume segmentation are the cognitive strain
of free-form data navigation and knowing where to draw contours. It is for these reasons
that many segmentation systems limit the selection of planes to only parallel or orthogonal
placement. However, arbitrarily placed planes can offer more useful views of the data that
are aligned to the structure’s shape and capture known features more efficiently [52]. My
approach leverages prior knowledge of the structure’s general shape in order to use arbitrary
planes without increasing the segmenter’s cognitive load to complete the task.
To address 3D free-form navigation I propose to remove the need for large-scale manual
navigation. Navigation in 3D data is time consuming and inherently difficult to understand
and perform, leading to loss of awareness of orientation and location in the volume. This is
true for domain experts as well as novices who lack knowledge of the biological structures.
My approach provides a navigation path to a relative set of structure-aligned planes to draw
contours on for a given structure. Here “relative” means the planes shift according to the
initial position of the first plane placed in the volume. Plane locations incorporate domain
knowledge of structure shape, and they describe a set path that increases predictability from
data set to data set. This work side steps the larger problem of choosing the best set of
planes for a given structure and has an expert manually choose a reasonable structure-aligned
sequence of planes.
In [42] it was shown that references images can substantially improve contour drawing con-
sistency for novice users for a single, arbitrary plane. Thus, to address difficulties knowing
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where and how to draw on a given plane, I provide visual cues in the form of images of ex-
ample expert-drawn contours from similar data sets along with text instructions. This can
help users fine-tune plane placement and decide where a boundary should be demarcated
if more than one possible boundary is present, or if the boundary is noisy. Using reference
visuals transforms a complex perceptual and cognitive task requiring domain expertise to,
essentially, a pattern matching task that can be performed by novices. This allows us to use
knowledge of the structure while still taking advantage of people’s abilities to adapt to the
data.
2.4.2 Contouring Protocol Definition
The guided contouring protocol incorporates a preset navigation path of arbitrary planes
within the volume, images of example contours from similar data sets for each plane in the
navigation path, and text instructions. It is essentially step-by-step instructions for drawing
a set of contours that result in a segmentation surface for a specific type of structure.
The navigation path is defined as a set of successive 3D transformations between the chosen
planes in a temporal order. For each step, the system automatically navigates to a plane by
means of a smooth animated transition. Text instructions and a small set of expert-drawn
example contours from a similar data set provide guidance for drawing the new contour.
Additionally, users can make local plane navigation adjustments to better match the example
images before drawing. A segmentation surface is constructed and progressively refined after
the addition of each contour to provide immediate visual feedback. An example sequence of
surfaces for each step of a protocol is shown in Figure 2.1. Surface reconstruction is done
with [37] for its speed and reliability in producing a surface with partial or distorted input.
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Figure 2.1: Example sequence showing the incremental updates of the segmentation as
contours are added.
2.4.3 Interface
Contouring protocols could easily be implemented into any standard segmentation interface.
For novice testing I built an interface, inspired by [42]’s design, that focused on supporting
clear orientation and enhancing structural awareness, and exposing all functionality through
in-screen elements to minimize required clicks. Fig. 2.2 depicts the four areas of the interface.
1) Main Window: The primary focus for interaction that shows the current slice, drawn





Figure 2.2: Interface layout. Area 1 is the main window, 2 is the 3D volume localization, 3
is the protocol instructions, and 4 is the navigation path visualization.
and free hand drawing tools. During drawing intersection points with other contours are
displayed and the user must draw through them.
2) Localization: The pair of linked views visualizes the current slice’s position in the volume
(left) and the location of all drawn contours and the resulting segmentation surface (right).
They allow the user to visualize where the current view in the main window is within the
volume and in relation to the drawn contours and segmentation surface. These views are
presented as YAH (You-Are-Here) cubes, inspired by [30, 32, 44, 20]. Turntable controls
rotate the cubes providing users the freedom to find a useful view of the volume without
losing global orientation.
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3) Instructions: Provides both the image-based and text-based instructional information.
Each of the example image icons can be clicked to show a large view of it in the main
window. This gives the user the ability to toggle overlaying the full example image on top
of the data they are trying to analyze.
4) Navigation Path: The navigation path is visualized as a sequence of thumbnails repre-
senting each plane/step in the contouring protocol. This was inspired by how key frame
sequences are visualized in commercial tools such as YouTubeTM and iMovie R©. The user
navigates through the path using either the next and previous buttons or by clicking on a
thumbnail in the enforced order. The thumbnail for the current view/step is highlighted in
yellow. The thumbnail for a completed step shows the slice view plus their drawn contour
and is outlined in green; thumbnails for uncompleted steps are grayed out and filled with
an example image. The navigation path helps users maintain a sense of orientation within
the volume, and also provides a simple method for “scanning” through the volume. It also
serves to show the user their progression through the protocol in terms of what steps are
done, which step they are on, and how many steps are left.
Typical User Interaction
The guided contouring protocol begins with the user selecting the first plane for step 1. For
ease of use the starting point is standardized as a plane in the center of the volume from
which the user can freely navigate. The instructions and example images for step 1 provide
sufficient detail for users to navigate to and select the first plane upon which to draw a
contour. This only requires simple panning through the slices in the starting view direction
(no rotations).
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When they are ready to draw the contour, they click the pencil button to initiate drawing
within the selected slice. While drawing, all global intra-plane navigation is disabled. After
the user draws a closed contour, it becomes visible in the YAH cube, and global navigation
is re-activated. If there are at least two contours then the working segmentation surface
is constructed and shown in the YAH cube. They can now proceed to the next view in
the navigation path where they, again, initiate the drawing process to create another closed
contour. When drawing contours on intersecting planes, the system displays intersection
points at the locations where prior contours pass through the current view, and the new
contour must pass through these points to ensure consistency.
Upon completion of the last contour, the complete 3D segmentation surface is constructed
and visible in the YAH cube. The “next” button changes to “finish” for the user to click to
end the session.
2.5 User Study
To demonstrate that novices are able to complete a valid segmentation using the guided
contouring protocol, I conducted a study with novice users and compared the results to
expert segmentations. The main hypotheses tested are:
H1 Given sufficient guidance in the form of example images and predetermined contouring
planes, novices can reliably produce valid segmentations for relatively complex struc-
tures.
H2 Using a set of structure-aligned planes increases segmentation accuracy and consistency
compared to a set of parallel or orthogonal planes with the same amount of work.
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H3 Total contouring time is dependent on contour length and curvature and the number of
contours.
For H1, I compare novices both pairwise and to ground truth expert segmentations. For
H2 I compare the accuracy, consistency, and completion time for three types of protocols
used on a single dataset where each protocol requires approximately the same amount of
drawing. For H3 I look at novice completion time and contour drawing times in contrast to
their length and curvature. For mesh comparisons I use Dice’s coefficient (DC) [14] and the
mean percent distance (MPD), which is the mean distance [12] normalized by the size of the
structure.
2.5.1 Study Design
Participants: Twenty volunteers were recruited from the Washington University in St. Louis
community to segment three different data sets using structure-aligned protocols. Only 20%
were moderately familiar with medical images and only 10% claimed to be moderately or
highly experienced with image segmentation. Additionally eight volunteers were recruited
from the Oregon State University community to segment one of the data sets using traditional
parallel and orthogonal protocols. Only 1 of these users claimed to be experienced with image
segmentation.
Image Data: The image data used were CT scans of a liver, an aorta, and a ferret brain.
The selected data sets enabled sufficient evaluation of the approach to demonstrate validity.
They range from simple (aorta) to complex (ferret) with differing image/contrast quality
representative of data encountered in real segmentation tasks. Fig. 2.3 shows example
images from each data set and an expert segmentation. The contours show the planes used
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in the structure-aligned protocols. Note that only the right hemisphere of the ferret brain is
segmented, and since the aorta is a tube users segmented slightly more than the expert and
then the results were clipped.
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 2.3: Example images, structure aligned contours, and segmentations from the three
data sets: (a) liver (b) aorta (c) ferret brain.
The liver data is 512x512x512 voxels, the aorta data is 512x512x256 voxels, and the ferret
brain data is 128x128x128 voxels. For the example images in the protocols, three example
images were provided for each step of the liver and aorta protocols, and two example images
were provided for each step of the ferret brain protocol.
Set Up: All participants used identical workstations and contouring tools. The entire inter-
face was maximized on a single 15” MacBook Pro R© screen, and they were provided with an
Apple mouse.
Training: Training was designed to help the user understand 3D volumes, the guided con-
touring process, and to familiarize themselves with the interface features. Each user received
a brief verbal introduction to the study including the task at hand and simplified descrip-
tions of 3D volumes and segmentation. Next they explored the interface, using a data set
not included in the main tasks, to let them practice using all of the features and to ask ques-
tions. During this session all interface features were tracked as to make sure they explored
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each feature and understood it. Users were prompted with scripted questions for elements
they did not directly explore to ensure understanding. Training lasted, on average, 15 to 20
minutes and all participants completed training in under 30 minutes. A limit was not set in
order to ensure all participants obtained exposure to all interface features.
Procedure: The first twenty users used structure-aligned protocols to segment the three data
sets in a random order. Random order was determined pseudo-randomly such that the six
possible orderings to see the data in were evenly represented across the users. The number
of protocol planes were eight for the liver, nine for the aorta, and ten for the ferret brain.
The eight additional users segmented only the liver using both a parallel and orthogonal
protocol in a random order consisting of seven and eight planes respectively. The planes for
the parallel and orthogonal protocols were chosen such that they required about the same
total amount of drawing as the structure-aligned protocol.
Users were allowed to take short breaks between each task if needed. No user failed to
complete each of the segmentation tasks. A questionnaire was administered at the completion
of the tasks to gauge user background and opinions on the task.
2.5.2 Results
The following results will look at the accuracy, consistency, and efficiency of the novices that
used the system for the three different data sets. Expert consistency and efficiency data
obtained in [43] for the liver data set is provided for reference. Seven experts contoured the
eight protocol planes using the interface in [42].
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Accuracy:
The accuracy of novice segmentations is evaluated by comparing to a ground truth expert
segmentation for each structure (Fig. 2.4 Top). The liver ground truth is an average of the









Figure 2.4: The average MPD and DC between novice segmentations and the ground truth.
The dashed line indicates the average expert consistency (i.e. the variance among experts).
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Users were able to construct reasonably accurate segmentations for the three structure-
aligned data sets. The ferret brain was least accurate due to its complexity. Much of the
expert segmentation boundaries don’t fall on strong gradients as shown with the solid line
in Fig. 2.5. Despite the example images, many users tended to follow stronger bound-
aries, shown with the dotted lines. The variance in the aorta was because some contouring
planes had a second visible boundary that some chose to follow, as shown in Fig. 2.5. For
the liver we can see that the novice accuracy is close to the variance seen among expert
liver segmentations. These results indicate that using a guided contouring protocol, novice
users are capable of producing segmentations of comparable quality to expert segmentations,
confirming H1.
AortaFerret Brain
Figure 2.5: Examples of ambiguous boundaries. The solid outline is the expert segmentation,
and the dotted lines show boundaries that some novices followed instead.
For the liver cases, the structure-aligned protocol produced a significantly (T-Tests MPD:
p=0.00007 ≤ 0.05, DC: p=0.00016 ≤ 0.05) more accurate segmentation compared to the
parallel protocol confirming H2. And while the structure-aligned results were slightly more
accurate than the orthogonal, they were not significantly so (T-Tests MPD: p=0.1015 ≥ 0.05
,DC: p=0.0836 ≥ 0.05).
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Consistency:
The consistency of the novice segmentations is evaluated by performing pairwise comparisons








Figure 2.6: The average MPD and DC between all pairwise novice segmentations. The
dashed line indicates the average expert consistency (i.e. the variance among experts).
Users were reasonably consistent for the three structure-aligned cases. The ferret brain and
aorta had more variation for the same reasons discussed in the accuracy section. Looking
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at the dashed line, the novice liver segmentations were as consistent as the experts, which
shows that novice users can reliably produce similar segmentations using these protocols,
confirming H1. The protocol approach encourages consistency because it enforces a defined
contouring scheme so that segmentations are performed in a relatively uniform manner.
For the liver cases, the structure-aligned protocol produced significantly more consistent seg-
mentations than both the parallel (T-Tests MPD: p=0.00001 ≤ 0.05, DC: p=1.19144E−8 ≤
0.05) and orthogonal (T-Tests MPD: p=0.00024 ≤ 0.05 ,DC: p=0.00005 ≤ 0.05) protocols,
confirming H2.
Efficiency:
The efficiency of guided contouring protocols is evaluated by computing the average comple-





Figure 2.7: Average completion time broken down by user actions. The number of protocol
planes is shown above each bar. The dashed line indicates average expert contouring time.
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The average completion time for each protocol was between 10-15 minutes (Fig. 2.7) with
the exception of the ferret brain due to its complexity. For the liver, novice users on average
took less than double the expert time. I feel that these results are compelling considering
the users had little to no prior experience. Using the protocols the segmentation time is
firstly dominated by time spent drawing contours and secondly by time spent idling (i.e.
reading/observing), confirming H3; little time is used for manual navigation.
For the liver cases, the completion time for the three protocols were very similar since they
were designed to have approximately the same amount of drawing. The parallel case was
slightly significantly faster than the structure-aligned (T-Test: p=0.04914 ≤ 0.05) but it was
also less accurate, meaning that more parallel contours are needed which would increase the
time.
Because segmentation time is now mostly dependent on the time taken to draw contours,
I consider contour length and curvature, and their influence on drawing time. In Fig. 2.8
the general trend shows that as the length or curvature increases so does the drawing time,
confirming H3. The aorta contours all have similar length and curvature, so we see them
clustered together in both plots. The liver contours have similar curvature but vary in length.
The complex ferret brain contours varied fairly equally on both factors.
From these results, the approximate time, T , needed to draw n contours can be represented





































Figure 2.8: Scatter plots of contour length and curvature versus drawing time. The contour
length was normalized to a unit square drawing window. The curvature for each contour
was measured as the sum of the absolute curvature across all contour points.
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For each contour, i, Li is its length, Ci is its curvature, and Ui is an estimate of the time
needed for its uncertainty. The curve length is normalized by mapping the visible window
to a unit square, and the curvature is the sum of the absolute curvature across the contour.
I fit a linear polynomial surface to the novice 3D data points of contour length vs. curvature
vs. time (with outliers removed) to find α as 23.85 and β as 0.3135 for the data.
User Feedback
The majority of users reported the tasks as easy to complete, with only 25% reporting it as
moderately difficult. The majority of users also felt they were fairly successful at performing
the segmentation tasks. This shows that not only was the guided approach easy enough for
novices to attempt, it also made them feel confident in what they produced. Most users even
thought the task was fun and engaging while only 15% felt otherwise.
The most notable reported difficulty was not knowing how to start, especially if they ignored
the text instructions. They were unsure of exactly what to do at first, and a few had
difficulties with the first step since it required them to pick the first plane. Other difficulties
included not knowing what to draw if the examples didn’t exactly correspond to what they
saw or the boundaries were noisy, and also not knowing how to draw the contour with the
existing intersection points from other contours.
The majority of users thought that the example images were the most helpful feature in
completing the contour drawing task. Approximately 50% of users reported that the YAH
cubes were helpful for the contour drawing task, noting their utility for visual context, but
not necessarily for drawing contours. Some users also noted a desire for seeing larger versions
of the YAH cubes.
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2.6 Discussion
I have described a new method for performing segmentations for structures of known shape.
I have shown that the guided contouring protocol is usable with any level of proficiency and
enables efficient production of segmentations that are accurate and consistent.
Segmentation quality is defined by what the domain expert deems as useful. This notion
drives the usefulness and flexibility of expert designed protocols that is more powerful than
an arbitrary “gold standard”. Future work can develop tools for protocol creation with
automatic plane selection to aid in choosing the best structure-aligned planes. Since seg-
mentation accuracy is dependent on the planes chosen to draw contours, experts need to be
able to easily choose planes for a protocol that capture important structure features.
In the next two chapters I will address two problems that can improve this system. First, in
addition to plane placement, the number of planes contoured and the reconstruction method
used also affect segmentation accuracy. Ideally we want to use as few contours as possible,
but that also means less details when using an interpolation based reconstruction. While
the novices in this study drew good contours their accuracy was limited to the capabilities
of the reconstruction method. Therefore I will examine a new reconstruction approach that
utilizes prior structure knowledge to guarantee the correct general shape and topology and
preserve fine details while using a sparse set of contours.
Secondly, many users reported it difficult the draw contours when they are forced to incor-
porate intersection points with previous contours. This was especially true for the ferret
brain when there were often several on one plane and the shape was complex. They couldn’t
figure out which order to connect them in and ended up focusing on trying to connect all
the dots instead of drawing the boundary. Removing the requirement to use intersection
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points will result in inconsistent contour networks which are problematic to reconstruction
methods. Therefore I will detail a new robust algorithm for resolving these inconsistencies






In the last chapter I detailed a guided segmentation system for drawing a set of planar
contours around the boundary of an object in a 3D image as seen in Figure 3.1(a). The
segmentation can then be found by reconstructing a surface from the contours using methods
such as [37, 55]. However, the accuracy of the segmentation is dependent on the number of
contours drawn and the reconstruction method used as seen in Figure 3.1(b) and (c).
Reconstructing a surface from planar cross-sections is a well studied problem in geometric
modeling, and a variety of methods have been developed. Most of them treat reconstruction
as an interpolation problem, and the shape of the surface is governed by a certain smoothness
energy. While these methods can reasonably recreate the shape of smooth objects from a
small number of contours, they have inherent difficulty in recreating objects that are rich
in geometric features if such features are not completely captured by the contours. This is
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Deformation TemplateTarget Contours
(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)
Ground TruthTarget Contours
[Macedo 2009] [Zou 2015]
[Macedo 2009] [Zou 2015] Deformation
Figure 3.1: Reconstructing a ferret brain from two sets of cross-section contours (a), con-
taining six (top) and ten (bottom) contours respectively: when compared with existing
interpolation-based methods such as [37] (b) and [55] (utilizing the underlying image vol-
ume) (c), my template-based method (d) does a much better job at recovering prominent
geometric features of the brain (e.g., the grooves) even with a sparse set of contours. My
method utilizes a template equipped with a set of source planes (see (e) top). The template
for ten source planes case is shown and a subset of these planes is used for the six planes
case. The ground truth shape is shown in (e) bottom.
highlighted in the ferret brain example in Figure 3.1: given just a few contours (a), existing
methods create interpolating surfaces (b,c) that, although being smooth, fail to capture the
“grooves” of the brain surface (e). Adding additional contours only yield small improvement
in the reconstructed features, implying that a significant number of contours would be needed
to achieve a satisfactory reconstruction.
In this work I develop a reconstruction approach that can faithfully reproduce geometric fea-
tures without requiring an excessive amount of contours. I focus on the application setting
of interactive medical image segmentation, and make two observations in this context. First,
due to human bias and inherent ambiguities in images, the contours only approximate the
actual object boundary, and hence exact interpolation is not necessary. Second, and more
importantly, despite the variation among subjects, anatomical structures usually share a
common overall shape between individuals in a group (e.g., those at the same developmental
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stage). These two observations motivate a new approach to reconstruction: instead of build-
ing surfaces directly from the contours, deform an existing prior segmentation surface (called
the template), whose shape is representative of the anatomical structures in the group, to fit
the contours (called the target contours henceforth).
The key challenge in this template-based approach is establishing the mapping between the
template and the target contours. This is a highly ill-posed problem, since the 1-dimensional
contour curves carry very little geometric information to constrain its mapping to the surface.
To make the problem more tractable, I will make use the contouring protocols from Chapter
2 which use pre-defined planes that are aligned with the shape and features of the structure.
The template surface is then assumed to be equipped with the cross-section planes (called
source planes) from the protocol. The target contours are then drawn on planes (called
target planes) in a new data set using the same contouring protocol. This way the source
and target planes are in one-to-one correspondence, where the position and orientation of
each source plane will be similar to the position on orientation of the corresponding target
plane (only similar because the segmenter can make adjustments to the placement of the
planes). These source planes therefore serve as a constraint on how the target contours are
mapped onto the template surface. An example template with source planes is shown in
Figure 3.1 (e) top.
The geometric problem I will address here can be stated as follows: given a template, a set
of possibly intersecting source planes, and a corresponding set of target planes containing
target contours, deform the template so that the neighborhood of the source planes on the
template fit the target contours. Note that the cross-sections of the template at the source
planes cannot fit the target contours, since the network topology of the target contours can
be different from the cross-sections of the template at the source planes.
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I solve the problem using the classical alternative optimization approach that alternates
between computing the deformation and finding the mapping. The key step in this method
is mapping a possibly complicated network of target contours onto the template surface, so
that the mapped network preserves the shape of the target network while staying close to the
source planes. This is achieved by a novel algorithm that combines dynamic programming
with a greedy combinatorial optimization.
I test my method on the real-world data sets used in the last chapter (namely the ferret
brain and the liver). The results demonstrated significantly improved geometric features
over traditional, interpolation-based approaches for surface reconstruction from curves, even
with only a few target contours (e.g., Figure 3.1 (d)).
3.2 Contributions
To the best of my knowledge, I propose the first template-based reconstruction method from
spatial curves, and make the following technical contributions:
1. Formulate the problem of template-based reconstruction from cross-section curves in
the context of biomedical applications (Section 3.4), and make the problem tractable
by leveraging the availability of source planes and their correspondences with the sup-
porting planes of the cross-section curves.
2. Propose an alternating optimization solution for the above-mentioned problem (Section
3.5), and in particular, introduce a novel algorithm for mapping a network of spatial
curves onto a surface.
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3.3 Related Work
3.3.1 Surface Reconstruction from Curves
Building surfaces from cross-section contours has been extensively studied in the graphics
community since the 70s [29, 17]. I briefly summarize the works in this area, and refer readers
to more detailed reviews in recent papers such as [5, 55].
Most methods for cross-section reconstruction fall into three general classes. The first class
is based on the Delaunay triangulation of cross-section curves and/or planes [6, 10, 7]. The
second class obtains the surface by projecting the curves onto a set of auxiliary sheets (e.g.,
medial axis or straight skeleton of a cell in the plane arrangement) [2, 3, 4, 28, 36]. The
last class defines and extracts the iso-surface of an implicit function, such as radial basis
functions [50, 37], mean-value interpolants [5], and harmonic functions [55]. While earlier
methods focus on the simple input setting of a stack of parallel cross-sections containing
disjoint contour loops, recent methods can handle non-parallel cross-sections and contour
networks (for multiply-labelled domains). More recently, the topology of the output surface
can also be controlled [55].
Although capable of generating closed and interpolating surfaces, existing methods all rely
on some smoothness models to constrain the shape of the surface that connects the input
curves. Reconstruction methods based on implicit functions rely on that function’s underly-
ing smoothness model. For example, radial basis functions [50, 37] minimize the thin-spline
energy. Other reconstruction methods typically require a post-process fairing on the initial
mesh surface, and the shape of the final surface depend on the fairing technique (e.g., [36, 55]
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uses surface-diffusion flow [54]). Note that these smoothness models inherently prevent ex-
isting methods from creating interesting geometric features that are not well characterized
by the curves themselves (e.g., the grooves in the Ferret brain in Figure 3.1).
3.3.2 Template-based Reconstruction
Templates are often used for surface reconstruction from incomplete data, in particular
point clouds (see the survey article [45]). Template deformation is often formulated as a
minimization problem where the objective function consists of a fitting term (i.e., how well
the template fits the data) and a shape term (i.e., how much distortion is introduced to
the template shape). For non-rigid deformations, a variety of ways exist to formulate the
shape term, such as using differential coordinates [40, 41], local affine transformations [34],
thin-plate spline [11], and statistical shape models [25].
Formulating the fitting terms requires establishing the mapping between the template and
the data. Correspondences between two (complete or partial) surfaces have been well-studied
(see the survey article [51]). The simplest approach is based on proximity in the Euclidean
space, as used in the classical ICP (Iterative Closest Point), but the application is limited
to templates in close range of the input data. To deal with large deformations, additional
constraints have been adopted to regularize the mapping. Common constraints are based
on either surface-based geometric features, such as spin images [27], integral descriptors
[18], and SHOT features [47], or the deformation space of the surface, such as isometry
[26, 46] and conformality [35, 31]. However, these constraints are designed for input data
with a 2-dimensional structure (e.g., point cloud covering a surface area). To the best of my
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knowledge, no correspondence methods have been developed that map between a template
surface and a target spatial curve network.
3.4 Problem Formulation
The input is a template mesh M with vertices {v1, . . . , vn} and target contours C representing
the cross-sections of an object O on target planes B = {b1, . . . , bl}. The target planes can be
non-parallel with each other, and hence C in general is a curve network composed of planar
segments meeting at junctions. The vertices of C are denoted as {p1, . . . , pm}. Each vertex
is associated with one or multiple planes of B. To further constrain the problem, assume
the knowledge of source planes A = {a1, . . . , al}, such that the position and orientation of
each ai (i = 1, . . . , l) with respect to M is similar to those of the corresponding target plane
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Figure 3.2: Work flow of my algorithm. The input includes a template mesh M , equipped
with source planes A, and target contours C lying on target planes B. Note that C can
have a different network topology than the intersection of M with A. After computing an
initial deformation M ′, repeatedly alternate between solving for the mapping φ while fixing
M ′ and updating the deformation M ′ given φ for a fixed number of iterations.
The goal is to compute a deformed template M ′ with new vertex locations {v′1, . . . , v′n}, so
that a neighborhood of the source planes on the un-deformed template fits the target contours
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after deformation. To formulate the problem, a mapping φ : {1, . . . ,m} → {1, . . . , n}
that maps each target contour vertex pi to some template vertex vφ(i) must also be found.
Intuitively, the deformed vertices v′φ(i) should be as close to pi as possible.
It is important to not limit the image of φ to be only vertices of the template that are on
the source planes. Since the network topology of C can be different from the topology of
the curve network obtained by intersecting M with source planes A, a mapping from C
to the latter network may not exist. In the example of Figure 3.2 far-left, the intersection
between M and A is a network with 4 junctions and 8 segments, while the target contours C
contains 6 junctions and 12 segments. The other choice is computing a separate mapping for
each target plane bi that maps the target contours on bi to the points on the corresponding
source plane ai. However, when the topology of C differs from that of the intersection of M
and A, these per-plane mappings may disagree at a global level and create highly distorted
deformations (see Results section).
3.4.1 Energy
Formally, I seek the pair {M ′, φ} that minimizes the following 3-part energy:
E(M ′, φ) = wfitEfit(M ′, φ) + wdisEdis(M ′) + wmapEmap(φ) (3.1)
The three energy terms are explained as follows:
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• The fitting term, Efit, measures the deviation of the target contour vertices from their





‖pi − v′φ(i)‖2 (3.2)
• The distortion term, Edis, measures the distortion of the template shape due to de-
formation. The literature has suggested many ways to quantify such distortion. For








wij‖(v′i − v′j)−Ri(vi − vj)‖2 (3.3)
where N(i) denotes the indices of the 1-ring neighbors of vertex vi, Ri is an estimated
local rotation matrix that best aligns vi and its 1-ring neighborhood with v
′
i and its
1-ring neighborhood, and wij is the cotangent weight. Note that replacing this term
with alternative choices of distortion measures (e.g., discrete Laplacian [40] or local
affine transformations [34]) will not affect the rest of the algorithm.
• The mapping term, Emap, measures the irregularity of the mapping φ. Intuitively,
it favors mappings whose image on the template is a curve network that lies in the
neighborhood of the source planes and bears similar shape as the target network C. To
measure dissimilarity in curve shapes, I adopt the first-order differences that are com-
monly used for matching planar curves [15]. In this case, the differences are computed
after transforming the target planes to align with the source planes. My definition of











‖TH(i,j)(pi− pj)− (vφ(i)− vφ(j))‖2 (3.4)
Here, wsrc is a balancing weight, d(a, v) measures the shortest geodesic distance from
point v to any point on the cross-section of the template at plane a, H(i) gives the list
of indices of the target planes that contain the contour vertex pi, H(i, j) is the unique
index of the target plane that contains two edge-adjacent contour vertices pi, pj (assume
the generic situation that no edge of the target contours lies on the intersection of two
target planes), E(C) is the list of polygon edges on C, and Ti is the transformation
that aligns target plane bi with the source plane ai. Ti is obtained by first translating
the centroid of those contour vertices on bi to the centroid of the intersection of M and
ai and then rotating bi around the cross-product of the normal vectors of ai and bi.
The scalars wfit, wdis, wmap are balancing weights of the three energy terms. I use the setting
wdis = 10, wmap = 1, wsrc = 0.25 for all the experiments and justify the choice of these values
with examples in Section 3.6.
3.5 Optimization
3.5.1 Overview
Minimizing the energy E(M ′, φ) (Equation 3.1) is a mixed continuous-discrete optimization
problem. I perform alternative optimization that breaks the problem down into a continuous
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optimization and a discrete optimization (see Figure 3.2). Note that this is a common
strategy for constrained geometry optimization [8].
After an initial deformation, I alternate between finding the mapping φ while keeping M ′
fixed (i.e., the discrete problem) and computing the deformation M ′ while keeping φ fixed
(i.e., the continuous problem). The continuous problem can be readily solved using existing
mesh deformation techniques. Since the distortion term Edis(M
′) is borrowed from [41], I use
their As-Rigid-As-Possible technique to solve the continuous problem. The key contribution
is solving the discrete mapping problem, which will be discussed in the next section.
To initialize the iterative process, an initial, gross mapping φ, is computed which then gives
rise to the initial deformed mesh M ′ by solving the continuous problem given φ. To get this
mapping, I utilize the transformation Ti that aligns a target plane bi with its corresponding
source plane ai, and take the vertex on the template mesh that is closest to the transformed
location of a target contour vertex. If the contour vertex lies on multiple target planes (i.e.,
it is a junction of the contour network C), then the average location after applying the






where H(i), as explained earlier, is the list of target planes that contain pi, and transforma-
tions Tj are computed as discussed in Section 3. Then set φ(i) as the index of the vertex on
M closest to pi.
The two steps, solving the continuous and discrete problems, are iterated until either a
fixed number of iterations is reached or the change in the template shape is smaller than a
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threshold. I use the former strategy with typically 6 iterations. Since the quality of mapping
improves over time, wfit is initially set to 1.25 and incremented by 2 in each iteration.
3.5.2 Curve Network Mapping
By fixing the deformation M ′, the non-constant portion of the energy of Equation 3.1 be







β(i, j, φ(i), φ(j)) (3.5)
where α(i, i∗) is the cost of mapping a single contour vertex pi to a template vertex vi∗ ,




and β(i, j, i∗, j∗) is the cost of mapping two edge-adjacent contour vertices {pi, pj} to a pair
of template vertices {vi∗ , vj∗},
β(i, j, i∗, j∗) = wmap‖TH(i,j)(pi − pj)− (vi∗ − vj∗)‖2
Minimizing E(φ) becomes a quadratic assignment problem, which is known to be NP-hard.
While approximate solutions can be computed efficiently, for example using spectral tech-
niques [33], the results are often far from being optimal.
The key observation is that, since the domain of the mapping, C, has a 1-dimensional
structure, the problem is not as difficult as the general assignment problem. In fact, the
optimal mapping can be found in polynomial time for connected components of C that are
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free of junctions (i.e., disjoint loops). Building on top of this optimal algorithm, I devise a
greedy combinatorial search algorithm to find an approximate solution for the rest of C that
contains junctions (i.e., networks).
(a)
(c)
Mapping Candidates Example Optimal Mappings
Iteration 1 Iteration 2 Iteration 3
(b)
Figure 3.3: Illustration of curve network mapping. (a): mapping candidates Φ (as dots on
the surface) for two junctions on the target contours (green dots) and interior vertices on
a contour curve segment (red dots). (b): Optimal mapping φ (as connected dots on the
surface) of one contour curve segment (red) under two different choices of mappings of the
junctions. (c): Three iterations in the greedy algorithm, showing the mapped curve network
in each iteration (as connected dots on the surface) and highlighting (in yellow circle) the
mapped junction point that is adjusted in the iteration.
To reduce the computational cost, I limit the possible choices of φ(i) to a list of candidate
template vertices Φi ⊂ {1, . . . , n} for each contour vertex i. That is, I want to find the
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mapping φ that minimizes E(φ) under the restriction that φ(i) ∈ Φi for all i = 1, . . . ,m. In
my implementation, I create the list Φi by computing the cost α(i, j) for each vertex vj of
M and taking the k vertices with the least cost. In all of the experiments, choosing k = 50
gives satisfactory results. Figure 3.3 (a) illustrates the candidate list for two junction vertices
(green) and vertices on a contour curve segment (red).
Mapping Loops
To motivate the algorithm for mapping closed loops, let’s first consider the (rather imprac-
tical) case where C is a single, open curve segment connecting consecutive vertices in the
list {p1, . . . , pm}. The energy-minimizing mapping φ in this case can be formulated as the
shortest path in a weighted graph constructed as follows. Nodes ni,s are created for all
i = 1, . . . ,m and s = 1, . . . , k, each representing a possible mapping φ(i) = Φi(s), the latter
being the s-th candidate in the list Φi. Each node is given a weight α(i,Φi(s)). It is helpful
to imagine the nodes as points on a grid, so that ni,s lies on column i and row s. Every
pair of nodes on two consecutive columns is then connected, or ni,s, ni+1,t for any s, t and
i = 1, . . . ,m − 1. The weight of this arc is β(i, i + 1,Φi(s),Φi+1(t)). Define the length of a
path in this graph as the sum of node weights and arc weights along the path. The optimal
mapping φ is thus encoded by the nodes along the shortest path from any node in the first
column, n1,s, to any node in the last column, nm,t, for any s, t. Using dynamic programming,
this path can be found in O(k2m) time.
The algorithm can be easily extended, with the same time complexity, to the case when C
is a single closed loop. Assume that the order of vertices on the loop is still {p1, . . . , pm+1}
such that pm+1 = p1. The graph is constructed as above. Then to ensure a unique mapping
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for p1, find the shortest path between any two nodes in the first and last column that lie on
the same row, that is, between n1,s and nm+1,s for any s = 1, . . . , k.
In general, C can be made up of several connected components, and each component is either
a single loop or a network. The algorithm above can be applied to finding the optimal φ
over any component of C that is a closed loop.
Mapping Networks
To find the mapping for a network C (or a network component of C), it is not enough
to find a mapping for each individual curve segment (e.g., using the algorithm described
above), since the mapping on different segments meeting at a junction may disagree for that
junction point. On the other hand, if the choice of mapping at each junction point of C is
fixed, the optimal mapping for the rest of C can be found by applying the algorithm above to
each curve segment. The only adaptation needed is that the shortest path should be found
between two fixed nodes in the first and last columns of the graph that correspond to the
fixed mapping of the two junctions points.
This observation motivates the following greedy strategy. First make a best guess at the
mapping φ(i) for each junction pi and compute the optimal mapping for the remaining
vertices of C. Then iteratively alternate between adjusting the mapping of one junction
and updating the optimal mapping for curve segments incident to the junction. To choose
that junction, pick the one whose adjusted mapping would result in the greatest drop in
total energy E(φ) after updating the mapping of its incident segments. In essence, I take a
steepest-descent route in the space of mappings of the junctions.
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To implement the strategy efficiently, quick evaluation of the energy of the optimal mapping
of a curve segment, bounded by junctions pi, pj, under different choices of φ(i) and φ(j) is
necessary. I do so by pre-computing, for all pairs of junction mappings {φ(i) = i∗, φ(j) = j∗}
where i∗ ∈ Φi and j∗ ∈ Φj, the energy of optimally mapping the rest of the vertices on the
curve segment to the template. This can be done in O(k3m) time using a similar dynamic-
programming pass as described above. The resulting pair-wise energy values are stored in
a matrix Di,j, such that Di,j(i
∗, j∗) gives the minimal mapping energy of the curve segment
when {φ(i) = i∗, φ(j) = j∗}. As an example, Figure 3.3 (b) shows two optimal mapping of
the same curve segment (red) for two pairs of junction mappings.
The complete algorithm proceeds as follows:
1. Initialize: Set φ(i) = Φi(1) for each junction pi. For each junction pi and every
candidate mapping i∗ ∈ Φi, let γi(i∗) =
∑
j∈N(i) Di,j(i
∗, φ(j)) be the total mapping
energy of all incident curve segments to pi when φ(i) = i
∗ (here N(i) is the list of indices
of junctions that share a common curve segment with pi). Let ψ(i) = arg mini∗∈Φi γi(i
∗)
and δ(i) = γi(φ(i))− γi(i∗). Intuitively, setting φ(i) = ψ(i) would result in the lowest
total mapping energy for all incident curve segments (while fixing the mapping at all
other junctions), and δ(i) is the decrease in energy resulted from changing the current
choice of mapping φ(i) to ψ(i).
2. Repeat: Pick the junction pi with the greatest δ(i) among all junction vertices. If
δ(i) < 0, the algorithm terminates, since no more adjustment can be made to junction
mappings that would lower the energy (i.e., a local minimum is reached). Otherwise,
set φ(i) = ψ(i), δ(i) = 0, and update ψ(j), δ(j) for all neighboring junctions j ∈ N(i).
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Note that the algorithm always terminates, because the energy E(φ) decreases monoton-
ically in each iteration and the space of all mappings is finite. The number of iterations
is proportional to the number of junctions and also depends on how far M ′ is from C. In
my experiments, I found that the algorithm typically iterates for about half the number of
junctions or less. A few iterations of the algorithm are illustrated using the ellipsoid example
in Figure 3.3 (c).
3.6 Results
3.6.1 Parameters
My method utilizes several parameters, some offering balance among various terms in the
definition of energy E in Equation 3.1 (i.e., wfit, wdis, wmap, wsrc) and others providing trade-
off between speed and optimality during curve network mapping (i.e., the number k of nearest
neighbors). I use the following set of parameter values for all real-world examples: wdis = 10,
wmap = 1, wsrc = 0.25, k = 50, and wfit = 1.25 initially and incremented by 2 in each
iteration.
I demonstrate the results under different values of several key parameters on the synthetic
ellipsoid example in Figure 3.4. The observations for each parameter are summarized as
follows:
wdis (second row): This parameter balances the two goals of fitting and shape preservation
in deformation. If the parameter value is too small, large distortion of the shape would
occur (as seen in the insert for wdis = 1). On the other hand, setting the parameter
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Template
k=50, w_dis=1, w_src=0.25 k=50, w_dis=10, w_src=0.25 k=50, w_dis=20, w_src=0.25
k=50, w_dis=10, w_src=0.05 k=50, w_dis=10, w_src=0.25 k=50, w_dis=10, w_src=0.65
k=5, w_dis=10, w_src=0.25 k=50, w_dis=10, w_src=0.25 k=100, w_dis=10, w_src=0.25
Target Contours
Figure 3.4: Deformation results for the ellipsoid example (top, same as in Figure 3.2) un-
der different parameter settings. Each row varies a single parameter (bold text), and the
remaining parameters assume the default values (k = 50, wdis = 10, wsrc = 0.25).
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too high (e.g., wdis = 20) would prevent fitting to the target contours (see the insert).
I found that wdis = 10 offers a good trade off between the two goals.
wsrc (third row): This parameter controls the strength of the source plane constraint in the
mapping term of the energy (Equation 3.4). The parameter is particularly important
when the source planes and target planes are aligned respectively with geometric fea-
tures of the template and the unknown object. For example, one of the source-target
plane pairs in the ellipsoid example are aligned with the outer ridge of the ellipsoid
(red curves in Figure 3.4 (top)). Insufficient constraint (e.g., wsrc = 0.05) would fail
to deform the ridge of the ellipsoid to the corresponding target contour. On the other
hand, too much constraint (e.g., wsrc = 0.65) may create shape distortions (see the
lower-right part) when the configuration of the target planes differ significantly with
that of the source planes.
k (last row): A small k would allow faster computation of mapping, but it offers only
limited number of candidates that could be insufficient for mapping (e.g., see result of
k = 5). I found that the choice of k = 50 achieves similar results as larger values (e.g.,
k = 100).
3.6.2 Real-world Examples
I tested my method on the ferret brain and liver data sets used in Chapter 2. I took a set
of planes that a novice contoured on from the user study in Chapter 2, and set the target
contours to be the cross-sections of the ground truth mesh with those planes. This way
my method is isolated from potential error to due novice drawn contours. The templates
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used are ground truth meshes from different ferret brain and liver volumes than the ones
contoured.
For each data set, I compared with existing methods and alternative algorithmic choices.





Figure 3.5: The deformation results using the 10 contour ferret brain input as in Figure 3.1
using my algorithm (a) and using my algorithm without Emap (b). The deformations are
shown on the left and draw attention to the boxed area which is shown zoomed in the middle.
Without the Emap term the groove connects to the orange contour instead of preserving the
gap. The Hausdorff distance from the ground truth is mapped on the right to illustrate this
error.
Ferret brain: The main results are shown in Figure 3.1. We can see that my approach,
compared to two other representative interpolation-based reconstruction methods [37, 55],
achieves results much closer to the ground truth even when using a sparser set of contours.
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In Figure 3.5, I further demonstrate the importance of the mapping term (Emap) in the energy
formulation: not only does it constrain the network mapping to be close to the source planes,
it also considers similarity of curve shapes. Enforcing similarity avoids matching from one
contiguous target contour to disjoint parts of the template surface. In the result produced
without the mapping term (by setting wmap = 0 during iterative optimization), shown in Fig
3.5 (b), the gap space between the two nearby grooves highlighted in the box is significantly
reduced, due to the incorrect correspondence between the groove and the orange contour
(which should be under the groove). In contrast, the gap space is preserved with the mapping
term.
Liver: The main results are shown in Figure 3.6 from two viewpoints. Even though the
liver is not as rich in features as the ferret brain, the result in Figure 3.6 (e) is still closer to
the ground truth than the interpolation-based approach in Figure 3.6 (c).
As mentioned in Section 3, an alternative to finding a mapping for the entire target contour
network is to find separate mappings, one for the set of contours vertices on each target
plane. This alternative can be implemented in my deformation framework by minimizing
the energy terms that involve the mapping, Efit and Emap, separately for each per-plane
mapping. However, since each per-plane mapping is computed without knowledge of others,
they may disagree where the target contours intersect, causing distortions in the deformation.
Such distortions are demonstrated on the liver example in Figure 3.6 (d).
Finally, I compare the results of using two different templates mapping to the same target
contours in Figure 3.7. Although the choice in template can make a difference, as seen in
the varying spots of error, both results are still very similar and closer to the ground truth
than the interpolation-based method (see the insert).
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Per Plane Mapping Deformation






Figure 3.6: Two views (top and bottom) of the results using different reconstruction ap-
proaches for a liver. The input target contours and template (a), the ground truth (b), the
results using [37] (c), the results of mapping each plane independently (d), my deformation
result (e). Make note of the different layout of the source planes and target planes in the
bottom view and how this affects the result in (d).
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Template A
Template B Ground Truth Error B
Final Deformation A
Final Deformation B
Ground Truth Error A
Figure 3.7: The results of the algorithm using two different templates and one set of target
contours. The source is on the left, my result in the middle, and the Hausdorff distance
from the ground truth on the right. The small insert image shows the Hausdorff distance
of the result using [37] from the ground truth. Similar results are achieved using different
templates with a few spots of variation and have much less error than the reconstruction
method.
3.6.3 Performance
I implemented my algorithm in C++ on a Mac Pro (Late 2013), with a 3.7Ghz Quad-Core
Intel Xeon E5 processor, and 16GB DDR3 RAM. I utilized the ANN library for k-nearest
neighbors calculations. The template mesh and target contour information as well as the
timing results (broken down into mapping and deformation) are shown in Table 3.1.
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Model M Vert # C # C Vert # Time per Iter
Ellipsoid 2162 3 109 0.197+0.091s
Torus 4416 3 330 0.604+0.228s
Ferret 5002 4 522 0.926+0.238s
Ferret 5002 6 749 1.306+0.238s
Ferret 5002 8 945 1.622+0.237s
Ferret 5002 10 1157 1.974+0.236s
LiverA 10036 8 761 1.366+0.565s
LiverB 7502 8 761 1.337+0.399s
Table 3.1: Specifications for different timing trials. The ferret tests used one template and
subsets of the ten target contours. The liver tests used two different templates and the
same target contours. The first column shows the template name, followed by the number
of vertices in the template mesh. Then the number of target contour planes followed by
the number of target contour vertices. Lastly, the run time is the mapping time plus the
deformation time for each iteration (each test was run with six iterations).
3.7 Discussion
I have detailed a new template-based surface reconstruction method from cross-section
curves. I formulated the problem with the help of additional protocol planes on the template
surface that are in correspondence with the target contour planes. I then used alternative
optimization that includes a novel algorithm for mapping a network of spatial curves onto
a surface. I tested my algorithm on both synthetic and real world data to illustrate the
algorithmic choices and the algorithm’s effectiveness.
Note that the algorithm is not limited to genus-zero shapes, as shown in Figure 3.8 (a).
Observe that a reasonable deformation is produced even when the number of contour curves
on the source and target planes differs. However, the method may not produce a satisfac-
tory deformation when the source and target contours differ significantly and an insufficient




Template Target Contours Final Deformation
Target Contours Final Deformation
(a)
Figure 3.8: The results of the algorithm for a genus-1 synthetic shape. With sufficient planes
a genus-1 shape can be deformed even when the number of source and target curves differ,
as shown in (a). However with insufficient information, it can fail to find a satisfactory
deformation, as shown in (b).
My method requires a set of source planes in addition to the template. While I use the
contouring protocols to do this, different protocol configurations could lead to different re-
construction results given a specific target. To remove this bias, future work could explore
automated methods for creating these planes on the template by analyzing the geometric
features of one surface as well as the variation among a group of surfaces from past segmen-
tations of similar data sets.
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The curve network mapping algorithm currently does not enforce the topology of the mapped
curve network on the template. A single target curve segment may be mapped to a self-
intersecting curve on the template, and disjoint target segments maybe mapped to intersect-
ing curves on the template. I have observed that such intersections often appear during the
first few iterations of optimization, but they tend to disappear as optimization progresses
and the template surface gets closer to the target contours. It would be interesting to explore
topology equivalence as an additional constraint in mapping, although it would make the






As we’ve seen in the last two chapters, non-parallel contours in volumetric data are very
useful in creating accurate segmentations. However, intersecting planar boundaries have
some inherent difficulties. When two contouring planes intersect, then the two contours
must be consistent with each other. This means that if the contours cross the line created by
the intersection of their planes, then they must share common intersection points along that
line and therefore have the same “inside” and “outside” regions along that line. In Fig 4.2(a)
on the left we see two inconsistent contours with their plane intersection line, and the inside
regions marked on the line for each contour. As you can see in the boxed portions, the line
is marked as both inside and outside which causes conflicts during surface reconstruction.
In Fig 4.2(a) on the right we see the consistent version of the contours where they meet at
common intersection points along the line and their inside/outside regions match.
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 4.1: The surface results for an inconsistent and a consistent contour network. Part (a)
shows the original inconsistent contour network. Part (b) highlights the surface issues that
arise when trying to reconstruct a surface from the inconsistent network. Part (c) highlights
how those issues are resolved by modifying the network to be consistent.
Inconsistent contours are detrimental to existing surface reconstruction algorithms, including
my deformation approach from Chapter 3. Most of these algorithms simply fail to run given
such inputs since they require consistency and exact intersection points. A few interpolation
methods, such as [37], can tolerate inconsistency, but the results are far less satisfying than
using a consistent input. Fig 4.1(a) shows an example of an inconsistent contour network,
and Fig 4.1(b) shows the reconstruction result. You can see many reconstruction errors, such
as topological holes and not exactly interpolating the contours, since the network contains
conflicting inside/outside regions at the plane intersections. Fig 4.1(c) on the other hand,
shows the reconstruction result using a consistent contour network.
One way to ensure contour consistency is to enforce the use of common intersection points
while drawing each contour, which is what my system in Chapter 2 did. When the segmenter
draws a contour on a plane, if any previous contours intersect that plane, then the intersection
points are displayed and the segmenter is forced to use them when drawing the new contour.
Though this can help ensure consistency, there are still issues with this solution. For complex







Figure 4.2: Contour network consistency. Part (a) shows the difference between two incon-
sistent contours and two consistent contours. Part (b) shows a difficult contour drawing
example that requires intersections with many other contours. Part (c) shows an example
change in topology that must occur to make the contour network consistent.
from the ferret brain contouring protocol used in the user study in Section 2.5. There are so
many intersection points to use that it is difficult to even understand how to connect them
across the boundary, and connecting them in the wrong order can still lead to inconsistencies.
Also, the user has to additionally take care to not create new intersection points with existing
planes. These requirements add a significant burden on the user. Furthermore, placing these
intersection points on the screen can be distracting and could potentially lead them to draw
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incorrectly. Instead of drawing what they think is the boundary, they end up trying to just
connect the dots instead.
I would like to automate the work of maintaining contour network consistency as a post
process after drawing all individual contours. This way the user can focus on the more
important task of drawing the boundary they see in the image and not have to worry about
consistency during segmentation. I want to take an inconsistent contour network as input
and modify it to resolve any inconsistencies given two objectives: (1) guarantee consistency
among all planes, and (2) maintain the shape of the contours as much as possible.
One possible approach to this problem is to deform each curve to resolve the inconsistencies.
I could first compute the location of common intersection points (e.g. by averaging the
inconsistent points along the lines of intersection between each plane) and then deform each
curve to pass through those points. However, there are several issues with this method. It
is difficult to make sure new inconsistencies are not introduced after deforming each curve.
More importantly, deformation cannot handle making topological changes to the curve, which
could be necessary as shown in the example in Fig 4.2(c).
I propose to use implicit functions in order to resolve all contour network inconsistencies. In
this strategy, the contour curves are represented as the level sets of scalar functions, and the
curves are modified by changing the functions. Function values that are negative mean in-
side the boundary, positive mean outside the boundary, and zero gives the boundary contour
curve. With this approach consistency can be easily guarantee since we only need to make
sure that the functions on intersecting planes have matching signs along the intersection
line. Additionally, topological modifications to the contours comes for free since iso-contours
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are derived from the implicit function values. I formulate the problem as a quadratic pro-
gramming problem with the goal of modifying the functions to have matching signs while
preserving the shape of the level set.
In the following I present, to the best of my knowledge, the first automatic and robust
solution for resolving inconsistencies in non-parallel contour networks.
4.2 Algorithm
The overall workflow of my algorithm is shown in Fig 4.3(a). The input is an inconsistent
contour network shown on the left. We can see the major inconsistencies between the red
contour and the other three. The output will be a consistent contour network shown on the
right.
4.2.1 Step I - Implicit Function
The first step of the algorithm is to define the implicit function on each contour plane. For
each plane, construct a 2D graph that includes the intersection lines with that plane, and
the contour points. I pre-sample vertices on the lines so that these vertices can be shared on
the graphs for each plane. Each 2D graph is then triangulated using Triangle [39]. Voronoi
points of the contour are inserted into the triangulation to avoid boundary issues in narrow
regions where one vertex can have multiple edges that meet the contour. The resulting
triangulated graph for the red contour plane is shown in Step I of Fig 4.3(a).
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Figure 4.3: Work flow of the algorithm. Part (a) shows the main work flow and part
(b) shows details for step II. Given an inconsistent contour network, step I constructs a
triangulated graph of each plane and defines the implicit function across it. Step II finds
the label constraints for the plane intersection lines by first constraining the line intersection
points and modifying the implicit functions on those lines. Step III then modifies the implicit
function on each plane according to the line constraints. Lastly, in step IV the zero level set
iso-contours are extracted.
The implicit function can then be defined such that the value at each vertex is the signed
distance from the contour curve on that plane (positive is outside, negative is inside). Vertices
that belong to more than one plane (i.e. all the vertices on the plane intersection lines) will
hold more than one value. The values at these vertices can have different signs, which are
the inconsistencies that need to be fixed. The implicit function for the red contour plane is
plotted as shown in Step I of Fig 4.3(a), where yellow is positive and blue is negative.
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4.2.2 Step II - Constraints
The end goal of the algorithm is to modify the implicit functions on each plane so that the
contours are consistent. In order to do this constraints must be placed on some of the graph
vertices. Since the issues with consistency reside on the plane intersection lines, the function
values on these vertices will be constrained. There are two types of constraints: positive
constraints (i.e. “Outside”) and negative constraints (i.e “Inside”). These constraints specify
the sign that the implicit function values should be. In other words, for this step I want to
set which regions of the lines are “Inside” and “Outside”.
To start, a label is applied to each vertex as either “Inside”, “Outside”, or “Fuzzy”. I define a
constant, , to represent a fuzzy region around the original contour (i.e. a maximum distance
from the contour curve). This allows control for how far the contours can be modified from
the originals. Each vertex is then labeled as follows: “Inside” if any of its values is less than
−, “Outside” if any of its values is greater than , “Fuzzy” if all values are within −→ ,
and “Error” if a vertex has two values that qualify as both “Inside” and “Outside”. If a
vertex is labeled as “Error” then the contours that use this vertex are flagged as containing
a large drawing error and require editing. Therefore the larger  is, the larger inconsistencies
are tolerated.
If there are no errors, then go to all the line vertices that are labeled as “Fuzzy”. I want to
change their labels to be either “Inside” or “Outside” according to the sign of the average
of the values at each vertex, so that each line has a consistent labeling between its planes.
However consistency across all planes cannot be guaranteed by just averaging the initial
implicit function values.
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For an example we can look at just the intersection lines formed by the red, green, and
blue contour planes in Fig 4.3. On the left in Fig 4.3(b) we see these three lines with the
inside regions on each line colored by the contour. Line 2 is the intersection of the green and
blue contours and its regions are already fairly close. However lines 1 and 3 which are the
intersections of the red contour with the green and blue contours respectively, greatly differ.
The red region on line 1 is ends much lower than the green region, while line 3 doesn’t even
contain a red region. If the sign of the average of the values on each line is used to obtain
matching regions, we get the result in the middle of Fig 4.3(b). While each individual line’s
regions are now consistent, they are not consistent with each other at the intersection point.
If you look at the red regions one crosses the intersection points while the other one doesn’t
(same for the green regions).
Therefore before averaging the values on the lines, I will run an initial modification step for
each implicit function on each line using the line intersection points as constraints. Each
intersection point is set to be a positive or negative constraint according to the sign of the
average of its values. In this example the intersection point is set to be negative (i.e. “In-
side”). Each implicit function on each line is then modified using a quadratic programming
method that is detailed in Section 4.3. In this example the functions are modified on each
line so that the intersection point has a negative value, as shown in the third picture of Fig
4.3(b). Now the values on the lines can be averaged to get the fully consistent labeling shown
on the right in Fig 4.3(b).
After modifying the functions on all lines according to the intersection point constraints, the
labels for all line vertices are set as either “Inside” or “Outside” depending on the sign of
the average value at each vertex. The results of this labeling on the red contour plane is
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shown in Step II of Fig 4.3(a). The green points are “Fuzzy”, the blue points are “Outside”
and the red line regions are “Inside”.
4.2.3 Step III - Function Modification
The next step is to modify the implicit function on each plane, and using the line vertices
(and vertices outside the fuzzy region) on each plane as constraints. All vertices labeled as
“Inside” will be negative constraints, and all vertices labeled as “Outside” will be positive
constraints. The implicit functions on each plane are then modified so that the signs of the
function values match the constraints on that plane and maintains the shape of the function
as much as possible. This is done using quadratic programming which is detailed in Section
4.3. The updated implicit function and new iso-contour are shown in Step III of Fig 4.3(a).
4.2.4 Step IV - Contour Extraction
The final step is to extract the zero level set iso-contour on each plane. Marching triangles
is used to generate the contour points on all sign changing edges. If the two vertices of a
sign changing edge have more than one value, then use the average of the values. This way
the same point will be generated on the planes that share that edge which guarantees the
common intersection points between the contours. The final consistent contour network is




In two parts of my algorithm I must modify a function given some sign constraints (i.e.
positive/outside and negative/inside). In this section I will explain how I use quadratic











Figure 4.4: Example implicit function modification for 1D and 2D input. Part (a) shows 1D
input and the constrained nodes (red is negative, blue is positive) plus the “Fuzzy” nodes
(green) on the left, and the result of the modification on the right. Part (b) shows 2D input
and the constrained nodes on the left, and the result of the modification on the right.
The input is a graph with function values at each node, and for a subset of these nodes the
sign of the function value is constrained to be either positive or negative. See the “Before”
parts of Fig 4.4(a) and (b) for example 1D and 2D input. For the 1D case the points’ height
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represents the function value. The constrained nodes are shown as red for negative and blue
for positive, and the “Fuzzy” nodes are green. The output is the modified function values at
each node such that the signs of the constrained nodes are satisfied. See the “After” parts
of Fig 4.4(a) and (b) for example 1D and 2D output. Notice how the red constrained nodes
are now negative, and the blue nodes are now positive.
I formulate this problem as a least-square problem with inequality constraints using the
objective function shown in Eq 4.1. This functions aims to accomplish two things: minimize
the distortion of the shape of the implicit function, f , and minimize change in the function
values. The first part utilizes the standard weighted sum of squared Laplacians using cotan
weights (wij) to minimize the change in Laplacian, ∇2f − ∇2f ′. This encourages using
different level sets of the implicit function since that won’t change the Laplacian. The
second part minimizes the difference or change in function values with a weight, α, to control
its influence. Since I only care about the change in function values and not the values
themselves, the variables I will solve for are the change in values, xn = vi − v′i, for each
node in the graph. This works since change in Laplacian (∇2f −∇2f ′) is equivalent to the






wij‖L(vi − v′i)‖2 + α‖vi − v′i‖2 (4.1)
Now an inequality is set up for each constrained node:
Positive Constraints For the positive constrained nodes the inequality is xn > −f(n)+d.
The change in value, x, for node n must be greater than minus the current value, f(n), plus
a positive constant d. Since this node must be positive, the change in value needs to make
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the new value greater than zero. The constant d is added to keep the constrained nodes
from being exactly zero and falling on the contour curve. It is a fraction of the maximal
difference in values between any edge in the graph. The greater d is the further from zero
the new value should be.
Negative Constraints For the negative constrained nodes the inequality is xn < −f(n)−
d. The change in value x for node n must be less than minus the current value f(n) plus
a positive constant d. Since this node must be negative, the change in value needs to make
the new value less than zero. The constant d is the same as before.
Eq 4.1 is then minimized according to these constraints to find the change in functions values
for all nodes on each plane.
4.4 Results
This section will show the results of my algorithm on some varying contour networks. In all
examples I use [37] for surface reconstruction unless otherwise noted. I use this interpolation
method because it can handle inconsistencies and find a surface even if it can’t exactly
interpolate the input.
4.4.1 Synthetic Examples
The results for the synthetic example used in Fig 4.3 are shown in Fig 4.5(a) and (b). Fig
4.5(a) shows the inconsistent contours and the resulting surface. You can clearly see the
surface issues that occur, such as the red contour passing through the surface, because of
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(a) (b)
[Macedo 2009] [Macedo 2009]
(c) (d)
[Macedo 2009] [Macedo 2009]
Figure 4.5: The results of the algorithm on two synthetic shapes. Part (a) shows the in-
consistent contours and resulting surface for the workflow example, and part (b) shows the
resulting consistent contours and surface. Part (c) shows the inconsistent contours and
surface for a torus shape, and part (d) shows the resulting consistent contours and surface.
the inconsistencies of the red contour with the others. The result of my algorithm to obtain
a consistent network is shown in Fig 4.5(b). The contours exactly intersect each other and
the surface is much cleaner and free of issues.
The results for a synthetic torus shape are shown in Fig 4.5(c) and (d). Fig 4.5(c) shows the
inconsistent contours and the resulting surface. Again, you can clearly see how even small
contour inconsistencies affect the final surface. The result of my algorithm is shown in Fig










Figure 4.6: The results of the algorithm on a real world ferret brain data set. Part (a) shows
the inconsistent contours and resulting surface. Part (b) shows the consistent contours plus
the surface results from two different methods: [37] and my deformation technique from
Chapter 3. Note that we can’t use the deformation technique on the inconsistent contour as
it requires exact intersection points.
Ferret Brain The results for a ferret brain data set using ten contours are shown in Fig
4.6. The inconsistent contours and the resulting surface are shown in Fig 4.6(a), and the new
consistent contours using my algorithm and the resulting surface are shown in Fig 4.6(b).
The consistent surface is much more pleasing and can exactly interpolate all of the contours.
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Additionally with a consistent contour network my deformation technique from Chapter 3





Figure 4.7: The results of the algorithm on a real world liver data set. Part (a) shows
the inconsistent contours and resulting surface. Part (b) shows the consistent contours and
resulting surface.
Liver The results for a liver data set using eight contours are shown in Fig 4.7. The
inconsistent contours and the resulting surface are shown in Fig 4.7(a), and the new consistent
contours and the resulting surface are shown in Fig 4.7(b). The consistency issues with this




There are some cases where although the final resulting contour network will be consistent,





[Macedo 2009] [Macedo 2009]
Figure 4.8: An example limitation for the algorithm. Part (a) shows the inconsistent contours
and part (b) shows the consistent contours that the algorithm would produce. Part (c)
shows the same inconsistent contours with one additional contour and part (d) shows how
this addition changes the result of the algorithm.
If there’s a narrow U shape with an oval around the top as shown in Fig 4.8(a), we would
mostly likely expect the oval shape to split into two contours around each end. However since
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my algorithm is based on signed distances to the contour, when you average the values along
the plane intersection line, the inside values from the oval will be greater than the outside
values from the U. The result therefore merges the tops of the U to make the contours
consistent as shown in Fig 4.8(b). This problem can be remedied to obtain the more desired




Figure 4.9: Another example limitation for the algorithm. Part (a) shows the inconsistent
contours, the red oval on top and the green oval further below. Part (b) shows two different
results of the algorithm by varying the weight α.
Another situation that could cause issues is shown in Fig 4.9(a) with the red oval above and
the green oval far below. In this case the entire intersection line would be constrained to be
“Outside”. Depending on how we set the α weight the result could either completely erase
the green contour or split it into small components on either side of the line as shown in Fig
4.9(b). This happens because the change in Laplacians is minimized and the different level
sets of an oval shape don’t naturally split into two curves. This is a case we would most
likely want to flag as an error since there should probably be a second contour on the red
plane. The value for  would have to be set low enough so that at least one vertex inside the
green contour is outside the “fuzzy” region.
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Again, note that none of these results fail to produce a consistent result, but these cases fail
to meet a human’s expectations due to a lack of sufficient input.
4.5 Discussion
In this work I have detailed the first automatic and robust algorithm for resolving incon-
sistencies in contour networks. I make use of implicit functions to define the contours and
use quadratic programming to modify these functions so that the resulting iso-contours are
consistent among all planes. I demonstrate my algorithm on both synthetic and real world
datasets.
In the future the algorithm could be augmented to use image gradient data when available.
It could be used during Step II of the algorithm when finding the constraints for the inter-
section lines. It could also help in Step III when modifying the implicit function on each
plane so that the curves also consider strong image gradients when fitting the given con-
straints. Additionally, instead of using a constant , it could vary across the curve. Contour
drawing with different brush sizes would determine how large or small inconsistencies would




In this disseration we have looked at three problems to improve the process of manual
segmentation with a focus on biomedical applications using guidance and alignment with
structure features. I focused on the use case were similar classes of data sets are repeatedly
segmented, building up knowledge on the common shape, topology, and fine details of the
structure(s) of interest. I utilized this prior structure knowledge in order to facilitate a more
approachable contour drawing experience and reconstructing a more accurate surface from
a set of drawn contours.
First I detailed a guided segmentation system that addresses key difficulties in working with
3D volumetric data. I utilized prior structure knowledge to define a contouring protocol
that provides step-by-step guidance in the form of automatic navigation through a path of
preselected planes that are placed to capture the global shape of the structure, plus examples
of past segmentations. This supported using arbitrarily-oriented planes in the data without
unduly increasing the cognitive load to do so. I then looked at two problems that improved
two aspects of this system. First I examined a new deformation approach to reconstructing
a surface from curves that utilizes past segmentations and contouring protocols. This allows
the preservation of general shape, topology, and fine details that can’t be captured through
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smoothly interpolating a sparse set of curves. And lastly, I detail a robust algorithm for
resolving inconsistencies in non-parallel contour networks. Consistency is required in most
reconstruction algorithms (including my deformation approach), but it is much easier on the
user to initially draw inconsistent contours.
These problems open up some interesting directions for future work. Mostly notably in
these problems we assume that sets of planes for a given structure are already preselected.
Devising an algorithm to automatically select a certain number of best contouring planes
using the volumetric data or structure surfaces could increase the usefulness of these guided
approaches to segmentation. As discussed earlier, manual segmentation is used because the
data is often not amenable to automatic methods. However, parts of this work could be
augmented to consider image data in cases were it is strong enough to provide guidance
towards achieving a more accurate segmentation.
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